For in reality one must know how to break with the past when it grows foul in the stagnant waters of turpitude. Nations and people die of their set identity. What is life is necessary in change. I want to be a civilization, not a vestige of the past. (Bekri 57) This essay is an attempt to problematize Tchicaya's efforts to create a dynamic identity for himself, his country and Africa. The focus on self-criticism is meant to further explore the rationale behind his attempted break away from the stifling African traditions. It seeks to know whether or not U Tam' si is hiding behind self-criticism to please a particular audience or whether he is expressing legitimate concerns about Africa.
In order to understand his position better and find appropriate answers to these questions, it is imperative to place him and his work in historical context. Born before the independences of Africa, he grew to witness and experience colonization and the struggle for independence in his native Congo. As a matter of fact, he worked closely with Patrice Lumumba to gain political independence for the country. Thus, his personality as a writer must have grown out of those difficult moments in the history ofthe continent, and one should expect his work to reflect his personal take of the events.
In addition to the political events, Tchicaya could not ignore the literary activities of his contemporaries. He had to communicate with them in one way or the other since each writer is the product of his or her epoch. In this respect, Negritude was one important literary event he could not circumvent. Founded in Paris in the thirties by Leopold Sedar Senghor, Aime Cesaire and Leon G. Damas, it was then their attempt to create an image for and about Africa with which they could identify with a sense of pride.
An exact definition ofNegritude is difficult to find, partly because the founders' distinct personalities influenced their respective philosophies and works. But Senghor soon became the spokesperson for the movement, and he has been credited for giving it a wider application.
In Ce queje crois (1988), Senghor defines it as "l'ensemble des valeurs de la civilization noire" 'the sum total of the values of black civilization' (136) . But as translator Melvin Dixon claims in the introduction to his The Collected Poetry By Leopold Sedar Senghor (1991) , the latter's search for the essence of Blackness has led discussions of the movement "to come dangerously close to validating racial stereotypes ." (xxix).
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 19, Iss. 2 [1995] It is an attempt to say that Africa also has its dark side which has almost gone unnoticed by the Negritude romantics. In Le ventre, a collection of poems, he makes it clear that his focus is the ugly facet of himself: "Je dialogue avec ce qui est pollue en moi" 'I hold a dialogue with the defiled part of me' (33).
As pointed out earlier, it will be a mistake to consider this dialogue as a denial of self in order to please a particular audience. In Ibitokun (1981) has defended Tchicaya on the ground that his "mauvais sang" 'bad blood' has nothing to do with congenital inferiority. At best, it is his historical situation that can best explain it. Unhappy about that condition, the poet "covers himself up with a mask of humor in order not to give up way to despair and nihilism" (34 The dangerous road is the one that leads to innovative and positive thinking and action. And because there is no easy way to freedom, he wants to shake the people, especially the youth, out of their resignation and docile obedience. As mentioned earlier, any act is, in the view of U Tam'Si, an affirmation of liberty. On the contrary, silence is an acceptance of oppression and an exercise of cowardice.
As Katheryn Wright (1991) (Bekri 58) This is a sad commentary on modern Africa, where military regimes still preside over the destiny of many nations. The play is in fact a dramatization of the various problems facing the continent. It magnifies and criticizes neo-colonialism, which still operates through political, economic and cultural channels. Very satiric, the play exposes the corrupt African regimes, which are more eager to serve foreign interests rather than those of their own countries. Finally, the satiric laugh it causes is meant to move Africans out of their, passive acceptance of exploitative regimes.
To this effect, Tchicaya is determined to get everybody out of the "mauvais sommeil" 'bad sleep' and to break with the chain of the "solidarite tacite, dans le pire" 'tacit solidarity, at its worst.' He takes recourse to the techniques outlined above in order to sensitize the people and lead them to revolt against the yoke of the living death. No wonder that he employs several aesthetic devices to transform ugliness into awareness, silence into voices, and passivity into action. The scatological device is used not because he likes the filth in Africa, but because it is too repulsive to live with: II arrive qu'on se bouche le nez... . L' air a mauvaise haleine. Des carries qui troublent les bouches! (44) ... Les gens ne savent plus vivre, . . . on aimeraient que certaines bouches n'aient jamais raison! Tout depend de la place que l' on fait dans la vie.
It happens that one closes the nose. . . . The air has bad breath.
Tooth-decay which troubles mouths! (44) ... People do not know how to live anymore, ... one would like that certain mouths never
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 19, Iss. 2 [1995] , Art. 6 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol19/iss2/6 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1372 While tooth-decay suggests a state of mental and physical corruption, the polluted air shows how the corruption penetrates all aspects of life, political and cultural in particular. It is therefore a general contamination that invites a serious and urgent treatment that U Tam ' si is trying to offer through his work. To that end, his satiric pen is like a magnifying glass which helps everyone who can read to see the social ills they are living with.
Wright has contended that Tchicaya has the ability to transform political oppression into a successful surrealistic vision by supporting its meaning with satire and its attendant ironies. She defines irony as a "type of literary censure" which is used to criticize and correct a given situation. To do so, the satirist has to strike a difficult balance between aesthetic features and those of attack. Although most of her observation is based on Destin, much of it can be applied to his entire work.
In this respect, irony, humor, and satire are the most important tools of his sharp criticism. Les Cancrelats (The Roaches) is an ironic title whose meaning unfolds as one reads the novel. It is the story of cockroaches (Africans) taking their case to the tribunal of a hen (France). Set against the background of colonialism and neo-colonialism, the novel is a satiric laugh at those naive Africans who believe that they can get a fair trial at the tribunal of a judge who happens to have interest in the case they defend. 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 19, Iss. 2 [1995] 
